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Maine Impact Week 2021 Faculty Mentor Impact Awards
Aaron Gallant, College of Engineering
Apr 9, 2021

https://youtu.be/UPJJ5_NhKbs
Run Time : 00:02:21
Earlier this year, we asked students to nominate faculty members who had an important impact
on them and the response was incredible. Through online videos and announcements, we are
featuring the nine faculty members who won 2021 Faculty Mentor Impact Awards
Transcript is machine generated, unedited, in English.
hello everyone
my name is belal hossen and i'm a civil
engineering graduate student
i along with other uh geotechnical
engineering students
a nominated professor evangeline for the
2021
faculty mentor award and i'm extremely
delighted to know that
he has been selected as one of the
winners of the year
i nominated professor gallant uh for
this award
for his continuous uh dedication and
enthusiasm towards research and
graduate courses he has been a great
mentor to
all his students we all thank to
professor gallant and i wish him all the

success
in his academic career thank you
hello my name is erin gallant and i'm an
assistant professor of geotechnical
engineering in the department of civil
and environmental engineering at
university of maine
uh i just want to start off by saying
that i'm humbled
to be recognized and receive this
faculty mentor impact award
mentoring and guiding students is
without a doubt one of the most
rewarding
aspects of being a faculty member
in this role you know i'd like to
attempt to foster
a collaborative environment between
myself and the students
but also amongst the students themselves
as they learn from one another the
research enterprise really requires
continuous
engagement and support of the students
so that they gain
confidence in their own abilities as
they develop into
independent problem solvers and
communicators
however i would also like to acknowledge
that i've been fortunate to work with
highly motivated mentees and
while they've expressed appreciation for

my role
in their development their energy and
enthusiasm is a driving motivator for me
uh in the work that we do together um so
i would just like to close
by thanking the students for this
recognition
and i sincerely look forward to
supporting them in achieving their
academic
and career goals thank you so much

